May's Samplers of the Month

Two to choose from this month, one much larger than the other, both a wonderful tribute to a special mother in your life. "M" comme
Maman ($30) by Marjorie Massey is an exquisitely elegant monochromatic design, 383W x 280H stitches, which on 40c measures19 1/4
x 14. "Bonne Fete Maman" ($22) from Rouge du Rhin is 176W x 197H, a smaller but very lovely vined heart , shown stitched on natural
in shades of red and green.

I'm stitching the "Maman Sampler" on Lakeside Linen's 40c Vintage Bittersweet with Belle Soie in Rosebud. The time spent "painting"
this elegant sampler is so pleasurable, because I love the beautiful combination of the linen and silk ~ and because using such exquisite
products only enhances the enjoyment. Some might wonder why I love Belle Soie so much. That's an easy question to answer: the
highest quality product delivered with the best customer service possible. These hand-dyed threads are actually available, on hand in
their warehouse, shipped within 24 hours of their receipt of the order. No back orders, no waiting ~ and I can provide my customers
with the product immediately. Saves me oodles of time in phone calls and correspondence in following up on back orders. But even more
than that, the quality is unsurpassed, in my experience. Belle soie translated is beautiful silk. What a perfect name!
I wish you could see this sampler in person. The Bittersweet and Rosebud are a perfect combination. The bird that I've substituted in
the upper right corner is a slightly modified motif that I found in the wonderful book, Repertoire des Motifs by Valerie Lejeune.

Beautiful products ~ and wonderful tools ~ all enhance our stitching pleasure. We just received a new tool that I'm using, photographed
on the right above. These Elegant Minders ($9.50) with a 2-inch sterling silver blunt-tipped pin are decorated with Swarovski crystals,
sterling silver beads and, most fun of all, magnetic hematite beads ~ strong enough to hold needles or a small threader. I'm using it both
to park my needle as well as a pin to hold my rolled fabric as I stitch. We all love beautiful things, and these are certainly that!

Special Attic Event

On Monday, June 2nd,

The Attic will be privileged to host

an all-day workshop with Jane Timmers of Fancy Work. You have seen her designs for years, beautiful
needlework smalls and accessory pieces, lovely Christmas ornaments, and many fabulous finishes for a
number of Whitman's very collectible tins. This time she's designed a needlebook, biscornu, and several
other pieces to go in the very adorable tin that features beautiful quilt fabrics from the Madeira line by
Blackbird Designs . The workshop will be held in the shop beginning at 9 a.m. through 4 p.m., with an hour
for lunch. The workshop fee of $130 includes everything: chart, linen (a stitcher's eighth of 32c Lakeside
Linens Vintage Light Examplar), Gloriana silk threads and ribbons, all finishing fabrics and materials, and
lunch. We will prestitch the needlebook and biscornu, and during the workshop we will line the tin and
finish the needlebook. There will likely not be time to finish the biscornu, something many have already
accomplished on their own. The linen, silk, and charts are here so the prestitching may begin! A 50%
deposit is required at the time the prestitching materials are issued; the balance is due on or before the
day of the workshop. To see several other views of this project, go to
http://fancyworkbyjane.blogspot.com/ ~ or to http://fancywork.net/ to see Jane's other designs.
I've received several inquiries regarding the availability of this class online or to "away" students. Since
this is still a teaching piece for Jane, it is only available at this time to students attending in person.
Thank you very much for your understanding. It's a wonderful project ~ please go to Jane's blog ~
http://fancyworkbyjane.blogspot.com/ ~ to see her teaching schedule ~ she may be teaching it somewhere
in your area.

New in the Shop

New in the Shop

The much-anticipated "Toccata Number Four" from Drawn Thread is finally here! It is published in three separate chartpacks ($25
each), each of which would certainly stand alone (except for the alphabet band that conntects them all). It is charted for both Soie
d'Alger Au Ver A'Soie and Needlepoint, Inc. and is stitched on 32c Vintage Country Mocha. The entire sampler is 214W x 286H ~ each
band is 70W x 286H. Also used is a Gloriana and Soie d'Alger 100/3.

Also new from The Drawn Thread, "Flower Boxes" ($12) shown on 32c Vintage Country Mocha linen (124 x 124) and Part 8 in the
Sampler of Stitches Series ($10)

Several new needlework accessores from Cherished Stitches:
"A Virtuous Huswif" ($35 includes complete finishing kit with silk dupioni, wool flannel, 5 MOP rings, and silk ribbon in 2 sizes)

The "Limited Release Rose Garden Tin" ($18) is signed and dated and coordinates beautifully with "A Rose Garden Etui" ($26
includes finishing kit with lining fabrics, wool flannel, and satin ribbon in two colors)

Kathy Barrick-Deiter of Carriage House Samplings continues to provide us with more wonderful designs, even before I've taken my
first stitch in "The Shores of Hawk Run Hollow," one of many from Kathy that are in my to-do basket. Top row from left to right,
"Adam & Eve" ($12) ~ "Black Horse Inn" ($12) ~ "Swan Valley Revisited" ($9), a remake of a sampler designed almost ten years ago with
a few changes.

~ and my favorite, "Frederick" ($10) ~ except that I'm so taken with the SOM for May pictured at the beginning of the newsletter, I
would have started this one already! I've scanned the NPI silks on a beautiful cut of 40c Vintage Basketweave from Lakeside . There is
an amazing number of colors in Frederick, and they are simply beautiful together! I wish I could take a pill to replace the hours of
necessary sleep ~ too many projects and so little time, it's such a shame to waste time sleeping!

Just in from Heart in Hand, the beginnings of a new series, "Monthly Markings" ~ the border ($22 with buttons) is embellished with 10
stack buttons that you can see if you look closely. The verse is very familiar, taken from Ecclesiastes ~ I've enlarged the first four
parts of the central design, as those are here as well, each $4. Also from HIHN, "Winter Fling" ($25), a kit with chart, linen, threads,
sterling silver charm, and needle. This is either early or late, but soon it will be very hot here in the Southwest desert when we will
enjoy stitching snowmen and reindeer and pretending it's cool!

And every day we're getting new things delivered from the online needlework show. Here are some of the latest:

"Stars & Stripes" ($6) and "Calla Lily" ($15) from Merrey Design

From The Stitching Studio, designs taken from original artwork, "Hummingbird" ($16) ~ "Humpback Whale" ($16) ~ "Sheep
Standing by Himself" ($14), named after the group of mountains that frames the shore of Teslin Lake looking toward Shaman
Island in Northern British Columbia.

From Arelate Studio: "Safe Voyage" ($9), an elegant mermaid/nymph/siren adapted from a 15th/16th-century illumination ~

adapted from late medieval sources ~ "Medieval Mermaid" ($8), adapted from
14th-century manuscript illuminations and other medieval sources ~ "A Bright Ship" ($9), inspired by
a 9th-century illumination ~ "Line Dancing" ($9), adapted from a 14th-century illumination manuscript
and a 16th-century Russian gospel book ~ "Putto and Pomegranates" ($8), a band sampler adapted
from a thousand years of sources ~ "Bunny Battle" ($8), adapted from 13th- and 14th-century
illuminations.
"Musical Angels" ($8),

Two new sampler designs, one a reproduction and one a new design:
"M.A. Brown 1826 Sampler" ($14) is a reproduction of an American Quaker sampler in the Historic Stitches' collection The

chart pack includes an analysis of the MA Brown antique sampler by noted Quaker sampler scholar Lynn Tinley. The sampler is
photographed in an antique frame. Marilyn, I believe this one is for you!
"Folk Art Sampler" ($11) from Gloria Moore/Milady's Needle features a charming sentiment: "Heaven is under our feet as well
as over our heads."

Karen Kluba/Rosewood Manor was inspired to design "His Flowers" ($12) by a lovely verse from a circa 1803 sampler ~ and her
"Oriental Garden" ($9) is finished as a bellpull.
Both design leaflets contain bonus projects for needlebook covers, a box, and a brooch! Thank you, Karen, for including those extras!

And By the Bay's "In My Father's House" ($10) features an elegant manor house ~ and "Mum's the word . . . Chrysanthemums" ($8)
from Primrose Needleworks has a delicate hummingbird visiting the vase of flowers!

New models just up in the shop:
"Coeur Printanier" ($22) from Rouge du Rhin ~ and the rest of the series, one for each season, "Coeur Estibale," "Coeur
Automnale," and "Coeur Hivernale," each $22.

"Meeting House Sampler," ($10) from Pam Schmidt/The Prairie Sampler stitched on 40c Vintage Palomino with Belle Soie ~ and
"Liberty" ($7) from Deborah Thorpe/Midsummer Night Designs in its hand-grained frame from Priscilla's Pocket that perfectly
matches the colors in the sampler, available exclusively at The Attic for $63.

Four others fresh from Sandy's studio, Karen's "Peace on Earth," beautiful on 40c, now on its way to her in New Jersey ~ Rhonda's
"October 31st" by Hinzeit in Kay's Frame ~ Rhonda's "Thread Gathering" from Little House Needleworks, stitched VERY small ~ thus,
the quarter next to it to give it proportion ~ and Linda's beautiful "Faith," available as a threadpack from Little House
Needleworks/Crescent Colours.

And here's a collage of photos of Amy's beautiful class piece from our design-your-own-French-alphabet class, with a bejeweled crown
over her center "A."

That's all for today ~ there's always so much more to show you than there's room for ~ or time for. Lots more good stuff to come next
time. Until then, have a joyous, celebratory weekend making someone in your life feel very special, a mother, mother-in-law, or, if you're

fortunate enough to know her, the adoptive mother of your child, all who are very special heavenly gifts given to us to love here on
earth. If you're moved to stitch a special sampler for them for next year, here are two in-shop models that you might like:
"Lois Minshall" ($14) from Threads of Gold. ~ the verse reads:
"A Mother's love, how dear the name
What bliss unfolds its sacred power.
Then ever may its fairest flame
Illume my evry given hour"
And from Blackbird Designs, "Mother's Honor Due" ($8).

Happy Mother's Day.

Jean Lea
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